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Welcome!
A Brief History of the Game
Welcome to Gang of Four Online, Days of Wonder's

computer adaptation of the coolest card game to come
out of Asia in decades: Gang of Four. 

Descended from Choh Dai Di, the most infamous of
backstreet Hong Kong gambling games, Gang of
Four™ is a fun and exciting card game that conveys all
the mystery, intrigue and power of the Orient. Con-
ceived in China during the upheaval of the Cultural
Revolution, the game embodies a never-ending strug-
gle for power - where the weak perish and the strong
dominate. Good players, like good politicians, must
show cunning, flexibility and ruthlessness.

Trying the Game Out
Gang of Four Online differs from many other fine ca-

sual online games such as Bejeweled™ in that it was
truly designed from the ground up as a multi-player ex-
perience, to be enjoyed playing against other live
human opponents. 

While this might sound intimidating at first (How will
I fare? What will others think?), we have taken special
steps to make your first foray into the world of Gang of
Four Online especially easy.

1.All you need to get started is a Facebook ac-
count or a valid e-mail address and a live In-

ternet connection. You will first be invited to
observe a game if you'd like (in much the same
way you might observe family and friends play
the card game you've heard about but never yet
played).  

2.You'll then have a chance to play a trial
game on your own (the computer will act as

a friendly sparring partner and advisor there,
playing the hands of your three Gang of Four op-
ponents).

3.Once you have completed this first trial
game (which can be interrupted at anytime

if you feel you already got the hang of things),
you will be ushered into the Gang of Four On-
line lobby, where you will discover fellow play-
ers, many of whom will be happy to teach you
the ropes of the game and help you perfect your
skills. 

4.You will then have the chance to play an
additional 3 full games, giving you a com-

plete trial before deciding whether Gang of Four
Online is for you before you purchase.

Go ahead and create a free account and screen name
for yourself. To do so, please:

1. Point your browser to www.daysofwonder.com 

2. Click on Play in the blue Days of Wonder navi-
gation bar at the top of your screen. 

3. Now click on Sign up here to play online and
follow the instructions of the sign-up page.

Note that we won't share your e-mail with others or
bombard you with junk mail. 

Once your account has been created, you will land on
our Play page. From there you will be able to observe,
launch and try any of our online games. 

I. Introduction
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Note: If you have a Facebook account, you
can use it to automatically create your Days

of Wonder Online account in only one click. To do
so, simply click on the "Connect with Facebook"
button. 



The Play Page -
Getting Started
The Play page looks like this:

Most of the content on that page is self-explanatory,
though we would like to call your attention to a couple
of items...

Observing
Clicking on the Observe button will open a new win-

dow on your browser and jump you directly into a live
game in progress, allowing you to (virtually) watch
"over the shoulder" of an existing Gang of Four player
and his three opponents. From there you will be able to
observe this live game to completion, with each of the
different players taking their turns, etc.

The rhythm of play will vary depending on the play-
ers' experience, but observing them should give you a
feel for the game and how it's played - especially if you

look at the message window, down in the middle lower
portion of the screen. It should also help you familiar-
ize yourself with the game's main interface components
(see The Game Interface, on p. 5). 

Note that while your mouse pointer will be active, it
has no in-game effect while you are in Observe mode.
Feel free to close the window or leave the game once
you've seen enough of it, as this will not interrupt the
players' game, just your view of it.

Playing - The First Time
Once you have observed a game or two (or if you feel

confident, right after finishing reading this User Guide),
you should click on the Play button. 

The very first time you click on the Play button, you
will bypass the Gang of Four Online Lobby (see the
The Online Community & Lobby Features for more de-
tails) where players gather in between games and be
taken directly into a trial game with no live player other
than yourself. 

This trial game will give you a chance to explore
Gang of Four Online's interface and game play at your
own pace, without fear of interfering with or slowing
down others, since your only opponents in this first
game will be 3 computer hands (whom we will famil-
iarly refer to as "bots", a common abbreviation for the
Robots on our team). 

At the very start of this first game, a couple of quick
on-screen tips will appear to help you grasp the game
basics. From there you will be taken into the game's in-
terface proper, a quick summary of which is given on
the last page of this User guide.

Upon finishing that first game - or quitting it midway
if you feel ready - you will be dropped back into our
Gang of Four Online lobby. There you will discover
fellow players who gather to chat, observe and start
new games. 

You are now equipped with all the knowledge you
need to start rolling on the tracks to fame and success.
Good Luck!
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The Play Page of Days of Wonder Online

What follows in the rest of this Guide is not re-
quired reading for getting started, though we

recommend at least giving it a glance since it explains
the game's rules in considerably more detail than the
In-Game Online help or any fellow player might be
able to provide you with. 

At the end of this Guide, you will also find a quick at-
a-glance summary of the in-game interface and rules.



Object of the Game
Gang of Four Online is a four-player card game, played

with a special deck of 64 cards: 

� Sixty cards ranked 1-10 (two in each of
three colors: Green, Yellow and Red)

� One multi-colored 1 

� Two Phoenix (one Green, one Yellow) 

� One Red Dragon

At the start of the game, the players each receive 16
cards. The object of the game is for them to dispose of all
their cards before any fellow players. This is done by
playing a combination of cards similar to those that exist
in Poker (i.e. single, pair, three-of-a-kind, four-of-a-kind
and various five-cards combinations), on top of the com-
bination already on the table. As soon as one player has
no cards left in hand, the hand is finished and points are

assessed based on the number of cards in the remaining
players’ hands. A new hand is dealt to all players and the
cycle repeats until one or more players reach a total of
100 points, at which point the game ends. The player
with the lowest total number of points is then declared
the winner of the game. 

The Game Interface
The game is played inside a single window, split into

three distinct areas:

�A Game Table section, in the center of the win-
dow. Your hand of cards is the one with the cards
visible face-up, just below the table's center. Your
three opponents' hands are displayed with their
cards hidden from you, in the same order they are
"seated" around the table. Their name appears in
White (Red when it's their turn to play) next to
their hand of cards, and their score in black. Each
card or combination of cards played appears in the
center of the Game Table.

� A Chat section, in the lower left corner of the
window, displays the messages you and your fel-
low players may want to type and exchange;

�And a Cards Played section, in the lower right
corner of the window, lists all the players' actions
taken to date, as well as instructions for you to
play when it's your turn.
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In addition, the game's interface features a couple of
really useful buttons and widgets to facilitate your
play:

� The Online In-Game Help button (Blue ?
in the upper right corner of the window)
lets you toggle the in-game online help on/off.
When on, letting your mouse hover over any
game element will display a small text describ-
ing the corresponding element or aspect of the
game

� The Auto button, to the lower right
of your hand, allows you to automatically select
a card or combination of cards that is currently
eligible to play. Clicking on the button selects
the cards and automatically readies them, pop-
ping them up slightly from your hand. If the
Auto button is disabled, there are no card or
combination you can play right now. If it's your
turn, it means you will have to pass. 

� The pair of numbers on a green
background, immediately below
the Auto button, show you:

� Which combination (from weakest to
strongest) is currently selected, from
among all the ones you could currently
play. 

� And how many distinct combinations
of cards you could choose to play
from, when it's your turn to play.

� The Play button immediately above
the Auto button lets you play card you have se-
lected (either manually by clicking on them di-
rectly, or automatically via the Auto button) into
the center of the table, for all to see.

� The Pass button lets you pass, ei-
ther when you are forced to (if you have no com-
bination of card that is currently eligible to play)
or when you don't wish to play (you might want
to keep these cards for later on).

� Finally, the Yin/Yang widget immediately below
the Pass button, to the left of your hand, shows
you the direction of play - clockwise or counter-
clockwise (for in Gang of Four, the direction of
play alternates from one hand to the next) and
whose turn it is to play (as indicated by the smaller
blue yin/yang symbol).

Last, but not least, there are a couple of useful key-
board and mouse shortcuts, for many of the actions
described above:

� Clicking on a card will select it to play, by popping
it up above your hand; Double-clicking on a card
will automatically select and pop up all the cards
of the same numerical value or card type.

� Hitting the Enter or Return key will play the
cards you selected onto the Table, just like if you
had clicked on Play.

� Hitting the Space bar will automatically skip
your turn, just like if you had clicked on Pass.

�Clicking on Auto repeatedly lets you cycle through
the various combinations you can currently play.
Clicking on Auto while holding the Shift key down
lets you cycle through these same combinations in
reverse order (from strongest to weakest).

Beginning of Play 
At the beginning of play, the player with the multi-col-

ored 1 starts by playing the combination of one to five
cards of his choice, which must include the multicolored
one. (This is only true for the first hand of each game. In
succeeding hands, the winner of the previous hand al-
ways plays first.) 

Each player then in turn, plays a combination of cards
made of the same number of cards as the opening com-
bination in a higher rank, or passes. 

It's your turn to play.
The player to your right
will play next.

Double-clicking on a 10 automatically selects all the 10 
in the current player's hand.



Allowable combinations of
cards played in Gang of Four

� Single Cards

� Pairs

� Three Of A Kind

� Five Card Combinations 

(straights, flushes, fullhouses, and straight flushes) 

� Straight (5 cards in sequential order – such
as 1,2,3,4,5, except a Phoenix or Dragon – of
any color combination) 

� Flush (cards of any rank – except a Phoenix
or Dragon – all of the same color)

� Full House (a pair, plus three of a kind) 

� Straight Flush (5 cards in sequential order –
except a Phoenix or Dragon – all of the same
color)

� Four Of A Kind

the Gang of Four 

A combination 
is of a higher rank if: 

� The numerical value of the cards played is
higher (Green 10 > Red 8); 

� Or the numerical value is equal, but the color
value is higher (Red 3 > Yellow 3 > Green 3); 

�Or it is a five card combination of a stronger type
(Straight Flush > Full House > Flush > Straight); 

�Or it is a Gang of Four, which is always wild, and
beats any ranked card or combination of any
cards at any time. 

Only a higher ranking Gang of Four, or a Gang of Five,
Six or Seven (the seven 1s) can be played on a Gang of
Four. 

A card cannot be played on exactly the same card (same
rank and color), or a combination played on exactly the
same combination (a Green and Yellow 2 on a Green and
Yellow 2). 

A player may choose to pass, even if he has cards that
could be played. All play is optional, making the timing
and withholding of cards strategically important. 

This cycle of play continues until all players have
passed. The played cards are then set aside and the win-
ner of the cycle (i.e. the last player to have played a com-
bination on top of the others) then opens a new cycle by
playing a new combination of cards of his choice. 

The process repeats itself until a player lays down his
last card. Play immediately stops and the remaining
cards of the other players are then counted. Points are
assessed based on the number of cards remaining in
each player’s hand. If a player is left holding a large
number of cards, additional penalties are given accord-
ing to the Scoring Table. 
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Scoring Table 

1 — 7 cards – one point per card
8 — 10 cards – double the points per card (2x)
11 — 13 cards – triple the points per card (3x) 
14 — 15 cards – quadruple the points per card (4x)
16 cards – quintuple the points per card (80 points)

For example: if Player One is left holding 5 cards
his score would be 5 (1x5). If Player Two were

holding 9 cards his score would be 18 (2x9). If Player
Three were holding 15 cards, his score would be 60 (4x15). 

As you can see, the key to success in Gang of Four is to
avoid big penalties, while at the same time, trying to catch
your opponents with a large number of cards. 

End Game
Once the scores appear, the cards are shuffled and new

hands are dealt and played until a player reaches 100
points. At that time, the player with the lowest score is
designated as the winner. 

There are a few other details of play you should famil-
iarize yourself with as you gain more experience with the
game.

Additional details
Exchange of cards —
The strong get stronger, the weak weaker
At the beginning of each hand (except the first one) and

before the new hand is begun, the loser of the previous
hand (player stuck with the most cards) automatically
loses the highest card in his hand to the winner (player
who was first to dispose of all his cards). After receiving
this card, the winner then gives any card of his choice
back to the loser. The exchanged cards are both shown to
everyone. 

In the case of a tie for most cards left, the player with the
highest total score in the game loses his best card. If both
players have the same score, then the player closest to the
winner in a counterclockwise circle is the hapless one. 

Last card 
Any player sitting immediately before a “Last Card”

player (ie any player who is down to a single card in hand)
must play his highest-ranking single card first, if single
cards are being played. Likewise, that player must open
new cycles in the hand with combinations other than sin-
gle cards (i.e. pair, three of a kind, etc…) if he can do so. 

Order of play 
Unlike most western card games, the direction of play in

Gang of Four changes after each hand. The play of the
hand is counter-clockwise (to the right) in the opening
hand, then alternates between clockwise and counter-
clockwise for each successive hand as indicated by the
Yin/Yang widget. This insures that no player is forced to
consistently play after the strongest (or weakest) player. 

The Four Special cards

Dragon 
The Dragon is the highest-ranking single

card of the game, and can only be played as
a single card, not as part of a combination of
multiple cards (such as a straight or flush). 

Phoenix 
The two Phoenix cards are the second high-

est-ranking single cards after the Dragon,
with the Yellow Phoenix ranking higher
than the Green Phoenix. These cards can
be played together as the highest-ranking
pair or as a pair within a full house, but not
in any other five-card combinations such
as a straight, flush, or straight flush. 

Multi-colored 1 
The multi-colored 1 is the highest-rank-

ing of all 1s and can be played on top of
any other 1. Because the card includes all
colors, a player can declare this card to be
whatever color he chooses when played as
part of a flush. 
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The Online Community
& Lobby Features

The Lobby is where Gang of Four Online players gather
between games to chat and observe games, as well as cre-
ate new ones. This window is split into three distinct areas:

� A Game Tables list, listing all the new games
being started and those already under way.

�A Game Creation panel, where all the parameters

and options for a new game are set, before starting.

�A Chat section, where players can chat with each
other, while in the Lobby.

While the Chat section is self-explanatory, the other two
areas warrant a bit more explanation...

I. The Lobby



The Game Tables List
This list is where all the Gang of Four Online games

appear. By default, the Open Tables tab, showing all the
games that are about to start, is selected. If you wish to see
a game that is already underway, simply click on the
Games in progress tab. The number in parenthesis, next
to each tab's title, shows you how many games are about
to start /or already under way.

The Game Tables list itself displays 3 columns of 
information:

� The Games column, which displays the name
given by its creator to each Game.

� The Players column, which lists the screen name
of each player in the game, along with his/her
current in game score, in parenthesis next to it.

� And finally an Options column, listing the various
options for games that are about to start, such as
whether they are Private or Public games, how
many players can join them, the minimum level
of Karma required to join each, etc. If the games
are already in progress, a % will show you their
relative completion rate (i.e. how close the game
is to ending).

To join a game that is about to start, select it by click-
ing on its name in the Game Tables list, and click on the
Join button. Or simply double-click on the name of the
game itself. If you match the player criteria set by the
game creator and there are some seats left at this game
table, you will automatically enter that game. 

If you are rejected and asked for a password, it means
the game is private and password protected. If you don't
have enough Karma (see Karma p. 11) to join a certain
game, look for some others to play first.

To look at a game that is in the Games in progress list,
simply select that game and click on the Observe button
- or double-click on the game's name - to watch it being
played. 

The Game Creation Panel
This panel is normally hidden from view and only ap-

pears when you decide to click on the Create Game but-
ton to start a new game. 

You must give the game you wish to start a name, by
typing it in the Game Name field.

If you choose to make your game private by checking
the corresponding checkbox, you will be asked to enter a
password, which other players will have to enter to before
joining the game.

By default, your game is observable by any one. This
does not mean that people will necessarily be able to
watch the game from your perspective as the Observe
function usually shows the game from the highest
ranked players' perspective only. If you wish to make it
observable only to friends, established players, or even
by no one, select the appropriate item in the Observ-
able by menu.

If you wish your players to have a minimum Karma
threshold in order to join your game, select it from the
Karma pop-up.
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II. The Bots
Gang of Four Online was designed to be played against

live human opponents, because that interaction is often
just plain more fun. But there might be times when you'll
wish to just practice or play non-competitively. In those
instances, you can invite some Robots to join your game
as sparring partners.

The Robots (often affectionately named "bots") come in
a variety of flavors, and each have their own game play
tactics (and scoring in the ranking ladder). Their play
style varies from fairly mindless to quite challenging.

There is one additional instance when the bots come in
handy. That is when you are engaged in a game and for
some reason, accidentally or otherwise, one or more of
the players stop playing mid-way through the game (due
to an Internet connection loss, a kid crying in the back-
ground, the dog needing to go outside, etc...). In this case,

after a reasonable delay, a bot will automatically step in
to continue the game on behalf of the lost or interrupted
player. This feature proves itself especially handy in
longer multi-player games, where you'd hate a single
player drop-off to cause another 3 or 4 to abandon the
game!

The bot that steps in will systematically be ranked
lower than the player it replaces, so as to discourage vol-
untary game drops in the hopes of improving one's score.
And if the player manages to get back on line before the
game ends, he can simply step back into the game mid-
way and replace the bot that took his place, by simply lo-
cating his game in the Games in progress list and clicking
on the Resume button (or double-clicking on the game's
name, or clicking on the Join button).



Karma
To encourage good, friendly behavior throughout the

games, each player is assigned a Karma value (from 1 •
to 5 •••••, with 3 ••• being the initial value by default).
For additional details on the Karma system, simply click
on The Karma System link just below the Days of Won-
der navigation bar on the Play page.

Scores and Ranking
Part of the fun of playing Gang of Four Online is to

keep track of your performance in a variety of games and
against an array of opponents. Days of Wonder has es-
tablished a fairly sophisticated and competitive Ranking
Ladder, that will help you measure yourself against some
of the world's best players. Just be forewarned that many
of them have thousands, if not ten of thousands, of games
under their belt. But as experienced as they are, they are
often happy to help you master the art of the game.

Your Score and Rank is easily accessible from any-
where on the Days of Wonder web site, under My Ac-
count/My Score and Ranks. To get started, all you need to

know is that your first 20 games (including your first trial
games if any) are treated as provisional games, in which
the scoring system will be fairly lax with you, as it at-
tempts to determine your base level or natural skill for
the game. From then on the ranking mechanism tightens
up, with your score usually going up the most when de-
feating higher ranked opponents, and dropping the most
when losing to lower ranked opponents.

All the gory details about this scoring and ranking sys-
tem can be found under The Ranking System page on our
web site.

Note that to encourage regular play, the ranking lad-
ders only display the name and score of active players,
i.e. those who have played at least once in the past 15
days. This also prevents a strong player from resting on
his laurels. No worries though - even when you are no
longer ranked, your score is not lost. It is just not dis-
played in the ranking ladder, but will be taken into ac-
count again the moment you join a new (ranked) game.
And of course, games that are played against bots only
are not ranked; you must play against live human oppo-
nents to earn your chops!
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III. Karma, Score
and Ranking

IV. Buddies
(aka Friends in Facebook)

Another neat feature of the thriving Gang of Four On-
line players community is that you are likely to make
lots of friends from around the world, many of whom
you might want to play with again day after day. To
help you keep track of them, we have implemented a
Buddy system. 

Whenever you see someone you would like to play
with again, select his or her name (either in the Lobby's
Player list, or In-Game, while you're playing) and click on
the Buddies button. They will be automatically added.

When you come back to the Lobby another day, click
on the Buddies button to see whether your buddies are
present and whether they are in a game or not, etc. You
will even see the name of the game they are playing, if
they are in the midst of one, and be able to observe
them play, if the game they joined is observable.

Of course, as with all Internet player communities,
there are bound to be a few rotten tomatoes or people you
would rather not play - or even interact with. When you
come across such an individual, add him or her to your Ig-
nore list. From them on that person will not be able to
join any game you create, and your Chat window will au-
tomatically ignore any comments they make.

As always, remember to be courteous toward fellow
players, and especially helpful to new players once
you're part of the more experienced crowd. The more
vibrant and healthy our community is, the more re-
sources we'll be able to devote to it.
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Summary of rules
& Card Combinations

GANG OF SEVEN

GANG OF SIX

GANG OF FIVE

GANG OF FOUR

Straight Flush

Full House

Flush

Straight

Three of a Kind

FIVE CARDS
COMBINATIONS

CARD
COMBINATIONS

GANG OF...

Pairs

Single Cards


